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TRUTH

AND

PROBABILITY

(1e26)

To say of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false,
while to say of what is that it is and of what is not that it is not is
tnte.-Aristotle.
When several hypotheses are presented to our mind which we believe
to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive, but about which we know
nothing further, we distribute our belief equally arrong then .
This being admitted as an account of the way in wbich we aclually do
distribute
our belief in simple cases, the whole of the subsequent
theory lollows as a deduction of the way in which we must distribute
it in complex cases i/ ue uould be consislent.-W.
F. Donhin.
Tbe object of reasoning is to find out, from the consideration of what
we already know, something else which we do not know. Consequently,
reasoning is good if it be such as to give a true cotrclusion from true
premises, and not otherwise.-C.
S. Peirce.
Truth can Dever be told so as to be understood, and not be believed.W. Blahe.

FOREWORD
In this essaythe Theory of Probability is talen as a branch
of logic, the logic of partial belief and inconclusiveargument; but there is no intention of implying that this is
the only or even the most important aspect of the subject.
Probability is of fundamental importance not only in logic
but also in statistical and physical science,and we cannot
be sure beforehandthat the most useful interpretation of it
in logic will be appropriate in physics also. Indeed the
general difference of opinion between statisticians who for
the most part adopt the'frequency theory of probability and
logicianswho mostly reject it rendersit likely that the two
schoolsare really discussingdifferent things, and that the
word 'probability' is used by logiciansin one senseand by
statisticiansin another. The conclusionswe shall come to
as to the meaningof probability in logic must not, therefore,
be taken as preiudging.its meaningin physics.l
I
[A final chapter, on probability ia science, was designed but not
written.-Eo.l
'
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(1) Tne Fnrgunxcv TsnonY
In the hope of avoiding somepurely verbal controversies,
I proposeto begin by making someadmissionsin favour of the
frequency theory. In the first place this theory must be
concededto have a firm basis in ordinary language, which
often uses'probability' practically as a s5monymfor pro'
portion; for example, if we say that the probability of
recovery from smallpox is threequarters, \ile mean, I think,
simply that that is the proportion of smallpox caseswhich
r cover. Sec,orr-dly,if we start with what is called the
calculus of probabilities, regarding it first as a branch
of pure mathematics,and then looking round for someinterpretation of the formulae fihich shall show that our axioms
are consistent and our subject not entirely useless, then
much the smplest and least controversial interpretation of
the calculus is one in terms of frequencies. This is true not
only of the ordinary mathematicsof probabilitY, but also of
the syrnboli6 calculus developedby Mr. Ke5rnes; for if in his
alh, a and l are taken to be not propositionsbut proposiwhich define finite classes,
tional functions or class-cbncepts
of membersof lr
proportion
and a/h is taken to mean the
which are also members of a, then all his propositions
becomearithmetical truisms.
r5E
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Besidesthese two inevitable admissions,there is a third
and more important one, which I arn prepared to make
temporarily althoughit doesnot expressmy real opinion. It is
this. Supposewe start with the mathematical calculus,and
ask, not as beforewhat interpretation of it is most convenient
to the pure mathematicism, but what interpretation gives
results of greatestvalue to sciencein general,then it may be
that the answer is again an interpretation in terms of
frequency; that probability asit is usedin statistical theories,
especiallyin statistical mechanics-the kind of probability
whoselogarithm is the entropy-is really a ratio betweenthe
numbers of two classes,or the limit of such a ratio. I do
not myself believe this, but I am willing for the p:esent
to concedeto the frequency theory that probability as.used
in modern scienceis really the sameas frequency.
But, supposittg
this admitted, it still remains the case
"ll
that we have the authority both of ordinary languageand
of many great thinkers for discussingunder the heading of
probability what appears to be quite a different subject,
the logic of partial belief. It may be that, as somesup
porters of the frequency^theory have maintained, (the logic
of partial belief will be found in the end to be merely ttre
study of frequencies,either becausepartial belief is definable as, or by referdnce to, some sort of frequency,
or becauseit can only be the subject of logical treatment
whenit is groundedonexperienced
frequencies.)Whetherthese
contentions are valid can, however, only be decided as a
result of our investigation into partial belief, so that I propose to igaore the frequency theory for the present and
b"gtn an inquly into the logic of partial belief. In this,
I think, it will be most convenient if, instead of straight
away developing my own theory I begin by examining
the views of Mr Ke5rnes,which are so well known and in
essentials so widely accepted that readers probably feel
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that there is no ground for re-opening the subject de
until they have been disposed of.

(2) Mn KBvNES'TnBonv
trfr Keynesr starts from tho supposition that we make
probable inferences for which we claim objective validity i.
we proceed from .full belief in one proposition to*-pgg-tial
belief in,-another, and we claim that this procedure is
objectively right, so that if another man in similar circumstances entertained a different degree of belief, he would
be wrorg in doing so. Mr Ke5rnesaccountsfor this by supposing tlnt betweenany two propositions,taken as premissand
conclusion,there holds one and only one relation of a certain
sort called probability relations; and that if, in any given
case,the relation is that of degreec, from full belief in the
premiss, we should, if we were rational, proceed to a belief
of degreea in the conclusion. '
Before criticising this view, I may perhaps be allowed
to point out an obvious and easily corrected defect in the
statementof it. When it is said that the degreeof the probability relation is the sarne :$ the degree of belief
which it justifies, it seemsto be presupposedthat both probability relations, on the one hand, and degreesof beliej
on the other can be naturally expressedig terms of numb.ers,
and then that the number expressingor measuringthg..probability relation is the sanreas that expressingthe appropriate
degree belief. But if, as Mr. Keynes holds, these things
^of
are not alryaysexpressibleby numbers,then we cannot give
his statement that the degreeof the one is the sarneas the
degreeof the other sucha simpleinterpretation,but must supposehim to mean only that there is a one-onecorrespondence
between probability relations and the degreesof belief which
t

J.M. Keynes, A Trcatiseon Ptobability (l92ll.
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tley justify. This correspondence
must clearly preservethe
relations of greater and less, and so make the manifold of
probability relations and that of degreesof belief similar
in Mr Russell'ssense. I think it is a pity that llf _Kmgs
did not see this clearly, because the exactitude of this
correspondence
would have provided quite as worthy material
for his scepticismas did the numerical measurementof probability relations. Indeed some of his arguments against
their numerical measurementappear to apply quite equally
well againsttheir exact correspondence
with degreesof belief ;
for instance,he arguesthat if rates of insurancecorrespond
to subjective, i.e. actual, degreesof belief, these are not
rationally determined, and we cannot infer that probabili$r
relationscan be.glg:larly measured.'It might be argued that
the true conclusionin sucha casewas not that, qs Mr Keynes
thinks, to the(non-numericalprobability relation)corresponds
a non-numericaldegreeof rational belief, but that degreesof
belief, which were always numerical, did not correspondone to
'one with the probability relations justifying them. For it
is, I suppose,conceivablethat degreesof belief could be
measuredUy a psfcnogalvanometeror somesuch instrument,
and Mr Kelmeswould hardly wish it to follow that probability
relations could all be derivatively measuredwith the measures
of the beliefswhich they justify.
But let us now return to a more fundamental criticism of
Mr. Keynes' views, which is the obviousone that there really
do not seemto be.anysuch things as the probability relations
he describes. He supposesthat, at any rate in certain cases,
they can be perceived; but speakingfor myself I feel confident that this is not true. I do not perceivethem, and if I
am to be persuadedthat they exist it must be by argument;
moreoverI shrewdlysuspectthat othersdo not perceivethem
either, becausethey are able to come to so very little agreement as to which of them relatesany two given propositions.
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All we appear to know about them are certain general propositions, the laws of addition and multiplication ; it is as if
everyone knew the laws of geometry but no one could tell

simple logical relations between them; namely identity of
form, identity of predicate, diversity of subject, and logical
independence of import.
If :rnyone were to ask me what

whether any given object were round or square; and I find
it hard to imagine how so large a body ol general knowledge

probability

can be combined with so slender a stock of particular facts. /
It is true that about some particular casesthere is agteement,
but these somehow paradoxically are always immensely complicated ; we all agree that the probability of a coin coming
down heads is $, but we can none of us say exactly what is
the evidence which forms the other term for the probability
relation about which we are then judging. If, on the other
hand, we take the simplest possible pairs of propositions such
as ' T his is r e d ' a n d ' T h a t i s b l u e ' o r ' Thi s i s red' and
'That

is red ', whose logical relations should surely be

easiestto see,no one, I think, pretends to be sure what is the
probability relation which connects them. Or, perhaps, they
may claim to see the relation but they will not be able to say

one gave to the other, I should not try to

answer by contemplating the propositions and trying to discern
a logical relation between them, I should, rather, try to
imagine that one of them was all that I knew, and to guess
what degree of confidence I should then have in the other.
If I were able to do this, I might no doubt still not be content with it but might say 'This is what I should think,
but, of course, I am only a fool' ard proceed to consider
what a wise, man would ihink and call that the degree of
probability. This kind of self-criticism I shall discuss later
when developing my

own theory;

all that

I

want

to

remark here is that no one estimating a degree of probability
simply contemplates the two propositions supposed to be
related by it ; he always considers inter al,ia his own actual
or hypothetical degree of belief. This remark seems to me

anything about it with certainty, to state if it is more or

to be borne out by observation of my own behaviour; and to

less than $, or so on. They may, of courie, say that it is
incomparable with any numerical relatioh, but a relation

be the only way of accounting for the fact that we can all
give estimates of probability in cases taken from actual

about which so little can be truly said will be of little scientific
use and it will be hard to convince a sceptic of its

life, but are quite .tn"6l" to do so in the logically simplest
cases in which, were probability a logical relation, it would

existence. Besides this view is really rather paradoxical;

be easiestto discern.

for any believer in induction must admit that betwe€n ' This is
red ' as conclusion and ' This is round ', together with a billion
propositions of the form 'a is round and red' as evidence,

be drawn from his inability to adhere to it consistently even
in discussing first principles. There is a passagein his chapter

there is a finite probability relation ; and it is hard to suppose
that as lge accumulate instances there is suddenly a point,
say after 233 instances, at which the probability relation
becomes finite and so comparable with some numerical relations.
It seems to me that if we take the two propositions 'a is red ', ' b is red', we cannot really discern more than four

Another argument against Mr Kelmes' theory can, I think.

on the measurement of probabilities which reads as follows ;" Probability is, aide Chapter II ($ 12), relative in a sense
to the principles of. human reason. The degree of probability, which it is ratiorral for us to entertain, does not
presume perfect logical insight, and is relative in part,
to the secondary propositions which we in fact know; and it
is not dependent upon whether more perfect logical insight
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is or is not conceivable. It is the degreeof probability to
which those logical processeslead, of which our minds
are capable; or, in the languageof Chapter II, which those
secondarypropositionsjustify, which we in fact know. If
we do not take this view of probability, if we do not lirnit
it in this way and mal<eit, to this extent, relative to human
powers,we are altogether adrift in the unknown; for we
cannoteverknow what degreeof probability would be justified
by the perception of Iogical relations which we are, and must
dways be, incapableof comprehending."r

that the premiss was the logical product of a
thousandinstancesof a generalizationof which the conclusion
was bne other instance, and this relation, which is not an
indefinable probability relation but definable in terms of
ordinary logic and so easily recognizable, might justify a
certain degreeof belief in the conclusionon the part of one
who believedthe premiss. We should thus have a variety of
ordinary logical relations justifying the same or different
degreesof belief. To say that the probability of a given h
was such-and-strchwould mean that betweena and h was some
relation justifying such-and-sucha degree of belief. And
on this view it would be a real point that the relation in
question must not be one which the human mind is incapable
of comprehending.
This second view of probability as dependingon logical
relations but not itself a new logical relation seemsto me
more plausiblethan Mr Kirynes' usual theory; but this does
not mean that I feel at a['rqclined to agree with it. It
requires the somewhat obscure'ictea of a logical relation
justifying a degreeof belief, which I shor:ldnot like to accept
as inde'finable becauseit does not seem to be at all a clear
or simple notion. Also it is hard to say what logical relations justify what degreesof belief, and why; any decision
as to this would be arbitrary, and would lead to a logic of
probability consi$ilg of a host of so-called 'necess.ry'
facts, like formal logic on Mr Chadwick's view of togical
constants.r Whereas I think it far better to seek an
explanationof this 'necessity' after the model of the work
of Mr Wittgenstein, which enablesus to see clearly in what
precise sense and why logical propositions are necessary,
and in a generalway why the system of formal
-Iogicconsists
of the propositionsit doesconsistof, and what is their common
characteristic. Just as natural sciencetries to explain and
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This passageseemsto me guite unreconcilablewith the
view whicb Mr Keynesadoptseverywhereexcept in this and
another similar passage. For he generally holds that t-hg
degreeof belief which we a^rejustified in placing in the conclusion of an argument is determined by what relation oJ
probability unites that conclusionto our premislg-s*There
is only one such relation and consequently only one relevant
true secondaryproposition, which, of course, u/emay or may
not know, but which is necessarilyindependent of the human
mind. If we do not know it, we do not know it and cannot
tdl how far we ought to believe the conclusion. But often,
he supposes,we do know it; probability relations are not
oneswhich we are incapable of comprehending. But on this
view of the matter the passagequoted above has.no meaning: [he relations which justify probable beliefs are probability relations,and it is nonsenseto speakof them being
justified by logical relations which we are, and must always
be, incapableof comprehending.,t11
The significanceof the passagefor our present pu{pose
lies in thE fact that it seemsto presupposea different view
of probability, in which indefinable
relatiory)
@robability
play no part, but in which thejeerse_gf;atisBjJ__bglgl.d€gesds
For instance, there
9g-g*I9Ti9!y--9(kss**:el"etlq:iJ
might be between the premiss and conclusionthe relation
' p. 32, his italics.

t

J. A. Chadwick, " Logical Constants,', Mind, 1g27.
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facts of nature, so philosophy should
try, in a sense, to explain and account for the facts
of logic; a task ignored by the philosophy which dismisses
these facts as being unaccountably and in an indefinable
account for the

sense'necessary'.
Here I propose to conclude this criticism of Mr Keymes'
theory, not because there are not other respects in which it
seemsopen to objection, but because I hope that what I have
already said is enough to show that it is not so completely
satisfactory as to render futile any attempt to treat the
subject from a rather different point of view.

(3) Decnrrs
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The subject of our inqutry is the logic of partial belief,
and I do not think we can carry it far unless we have
at least an approximate notion of what partial belief is, arrd
how, if at all, it can be measured. It will not be very
enlightening to be told that in such circumstances it would
be rational to believe a proposition to the extent of
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of Mr Keynes' treatment of probabilities we should say that
some beliefs were measurable and some not ; but this does
not seem to me likely to be a correct account of the matter:
I do not see how we can sharply divide beliefs into
those which have a position in the numerical scale and those
which have not. But I think beliefs do differ in measurability

in the following

two

ways.

First,

some beliefs

can be measured more accurately than others; and, secondly,
the measurement of beliefs is almost certainly an ambiguous
processleading to a variable answer depending on how enactly
the measufement is conducted.

The degree of a belief is in

this respect like the time interval between two events ;
before Einstein it was supposed that all the ordinary ways
of measuring a time interval would lead to the same result
if properly performed.

Einstein showed that this was not the

case ; and time interval can no longer be regarded as an exact
notion, but must be discarded in all precise investigations.
Nevertheless, time interval and the Newtonian system are
suftciently accurate for many purposes and easier to apply.
I'shall try to argue later that the degree of a belief is just

ff, unless we know what sort of a belief in it that means.
We must therefore try to develop a purely psychological
method of measuring belief. It is not enough tg measure

it has no precise meaning unless we
speci\more
exactly how it is to be measured. But
for nany purposes u& can assume that the alternative

probability;

in order to apportion correctly our betef to the
probability we must also be able to measure ou, b"lief.
It is a common view that belief and other psychological

ways of measuring it lead to the same result, although this
is only approxirnately true.
The resulting discrepancies
are more glaring in connection with some beliefs than with

variables are not measurable, and if this is true our inquiry
and so will the whole theory of probability
conceive{oas a logic of partial belief; for if the phrase'a

others, and these therefore appear less measurable. Both these
t5ryes of deficiency in measurability, due respectively to the

will be vain;

belief two-thirds of certainty'

is meaningless, a calculus

whose sole object is to enjoin such beliefs will be meaningless
also. Therefore unless we are prepared to give up the whole
thing as a bad job we are bound to hold that beliefs can to "
some extent be measured. If we were to follow the analogy

Iike a time interval;

difficulty in getting an exact enough measurement and to an
important ambiguity in the definition of the measurement
process, occur also in physics and so :ue not difficulties
peculiar to our problem ; what is peculiar is that it is
difficult to form any idea of how the measurement is to be
conducted, how a unit is to be obtained, and so on.
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Let us then consider what is implied in the measurement
of beliefs. A satisfactory system must in the first place
assign to any belief a magnitude or degree having a definite
position in an order of magrritudes; beliefs which are of the
same degree as the same belief must be of the same degree as
one another, and so onf,Ot course this cannot be accomplished
without introducing a irtain amount of hypothesis cr fictio1)
Even in physics we cannot maintain that things that are equal
to the same thing are equal to one another unless we ta}e
'equal' not as meaning ' sensibly equal ' but a fictitious
I-."q_o no!. wan_! _to discu,ss the
merelv to
{gtePLy:199--9I- 9p'*9T9!9gy,..9f lhis PI-o-ceFS'but
it is allowable in
remark that if it is allowable ifr*ffiics
or hypothetical

psychology

relation.

also.

The

logical

simplicity

characteristic

of the relations dealt with in a science is never attained
by nature alone without any admixture of fiction.
But to construct such an ordered series of degrees is not
the whole of our task; we have also to assign numbers
to these degreesin some intelligible rnanner. We can of course
easily explain that we denote full belief by 1, full belief
in the contradictory by 0, and equal beliefs in the proposition and its contradictory by $. But it is not so easy to
say what is meant by a belief $ of certainty, or a belief in
the proposition being twice as strong as that in its contradictory.
This is the harder part of the task, but it is
absolutely necessary ; for we do calculate numerical probabilities, and if they are to correspond to degreesof belief we
must dipcover some definite way of attaching numbers to
In physics we often attach numbers by
discovering a physical process of addition 1 : the measurenumbers of lengths ar6 not assigned arbitrarily subject only

degrees gf belief.

to the proviso that the greater length shall have the greater
measure; we determine them further by deciding on at SeeN. Campbell,PhysicsTheElements(1920),p. 277.
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physical meaning for addition; the length got by putting
togethertwo given lengthsmust have for its measurethe sum
of their measures. A system of measurementin which
there is nothing corresponding to this is immediately
recogrrizedas arbitrary, for instance Mohs' scale of hardnessr in which 10 is arbitrarily assignedto diamond, the
hardest known material, 9 to the next hardest, and so on.
We have therefore to find a processof addition for degrees
of belief, or some substitute for this which will be equally
adequateto determinea numericalscale.
Such is our problem; how are we to solve it ? There
are, I think, two ways in which we can begin. We can, in the
first place, supposethat the degreeof a belief is something
perceptible by its owner; for instance that beliefs differ
in the intensity of a feeling by which they are accompanied,
which might be called a belief-feelingor feeling of conviction,
and that by the degreeof belief we mean the intensity of
this feeling. This view would be very inconvenient, for it
is not easy to ascribenumbers to the intensities fo feelings;
but apart from this it seemsto me observablyfalse, for the
beliefswhich we hold most strongly are often accompaniedby
practically no feeling at all; no one feels strongly about
things\e takes for granted.
We are driven therefore to the second supposition that
the degreeof a belief is a q1ujal property of it, which we
can expressva6uely as the extent to which we are prepared to
act on it. This is a generalizationof the well-known view,
that the difierentia of belief lies in its causalefrcacy, which
is discussed by Mr Russell in his Analysis of Minil.
He there dismissesit for two reasons,one of which seems
entirely to miss the point. He argues that in the course of
trains of thought we believe many things which do not lead
to action. This objectionis howeverbesidethe mark, because
1 lbid., p. 271.
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it is not assertedthat a belief is an idea which doesactually
lead to action, but one which would lead to action in suitable
circumstances; just as a lump of arsenicis called poisonous
not becauseit actually has killed or will kill anyone, but
becauseit would kill anyone if he ate it. Mr Russell's
secondargumentis, however,more formidable. He points out
that it is not possible to supposethat beliefs difier from
other ideas only in their effects, for if they were otherwise
identical their eftects would be identical also. This is
perfectly true, but it may still remain the case that the
nature of the difference between the causesis entirely unknown or very vaguelyknown, and that wtat we want to talk
about is the difierencebetweenthe effects,which is readily
observableand important.
As soon as we regard belief quantatively, this seemsto
me the only view we can take of it. It could well be held
that the difference between believing and not believing lies
in the presenceor absenceof introspectible feelings. But
when we seekto know what is the differencebetweenbelieving
more finnly and believing lessfirmly, we can no longer regard
it as consisti"s ir having more or less of certain observable
feelings; at least I personallycannot recognizeany such
feelings. The difierence seemsto me to lie in how far we
should act on thesebeliefs : this may dependon the degreeof
some feeling or feelings, but I do not know exactly what
feelings and I do not see that it is indispensable that we
should know. Just the sarnething is found in physics; men
found that a wire connectingplates of zinc and copperstanding
in acid Seflecteda magnetic needle in its neighbourhood.
Accordingly as the needle$'as more or less deflectedthe wire
was saidto carry a larglr or a smallercurent. The nature of
this' current ' could only be conjectured: what wereobserved
and measutedwere simply its effects.
It will no doubt be objected that we know how strongly
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we believe things, and that we can only know this if we can
measure our belief by introspection. This does not seern to
me necessarily true ; in many cases, I think, our judgment
about the strength of our belief is really about how we
should act in hypothetical circumstances. It will be answered
that we can only tell how we should act by observing the
present belief-feeling which determines how we should act;
but again I doubt the cogency of the argument. It is possible
that what determines how we should act determines us also
directly or indirectly to have a correct opinion as to how we
should act, without its ever coming into consciousness.
Suppose, however, I am wrong about this and that we can
decide by introspection the nature of belief, and measure its
degree ; still, I shall argue, the kind of measurement of belief
with which probability is concerned is not this kind but is a
measurement of belief qua ba.s;isof action. This can I think
be shown in two ways. First, by considering the scale of
probabilities between 0 and 1, and the sort of way we use it,
we shall find that it is very appropriate to the measurement
of belief as a basis of action, but in no way related to the
measurement of an introspected feeling. For the units in terms
of which such feelings or sensations are measured are always,
I think, difierences which are just perceptible: there is no
other way of obtaining units. But f see no ground for supposing that the interval between a belief of degree $ and one of
degree I consists of as many just perceptible changes as does
that between one of $ and one of f, or that a scale based on
just perceptible differences would have any simpte relation to
the theory of probability. On the other hand the probability of
$ is clearly related to the kind of belief which would lead to
a bet of 2 to l, and it will be shown below how to gener"lize
this relation so as to apply to action in general. Secondly,
the quantitative aspects of beliefs as the basis of action are
evidently more important than the intensities of beliei-feelings.

,72
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The latter are no doubt interesting, but may be very
variable from individual to individual, and their practical
interest is entirely due to ttreir position as the hypothetical
carnesof beliefs quabas of action.
It is possiblethat some one will say that the extent to
which we shouldact on a belief in suitable circumstancesis a
hlryotheticalthing, and thereforenot capableof measurement.
But to say this is merely to reveal ignoranceof the physical
scienceswhich constantly deal with and measurehypothetical
quantities; for instance, the electric intensity at a given
point is the force which would act on a unit charge if it were
placedat the point.
Let us now try to find a method of measuring beliefs as
basesof possibleactions. It is clear that we are concerned
with dispositionalrather than with actualizedbeliefs; that
is to say,not with beliefsat the momentwhen we are thinking
of them, but with beliefs like my belief that the earth is
round, which I rarely think of, but which would guide my
actionin any caseto which it wasrelevant.
The old-established way of measuring a person's belief
is to proposea bet, and seewhat are the lowest odds which
he will accept. This method I regard as fundarnentally sound;
but it sufiers from being insutrciently general, and from
being necessarily inexact. It is inexact partly because of
the diminishing margind utility of money, partly becausethe
person may have a specid eagernessor reluctance to bet,
becausehe either enjoys or dislikes excitement or for any
other reason,e.g. to make a book. The difficulty is like that
of separgtingtwo different co-operatingforces. Besides,the
proposalof a bet may inevitably alter his state of opinion ;
just as we could not ilways measureelectric intensity by
actually introducing a charge and seeing what force it was
subjectto, becausethe introduction of the chargewould changethe distribution to be measured.
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fn order therefore to construct a theory of quantities of
belief which shall be both general and more exact, f propose
to take as a basis a general psychological theory, which is
now universally discarded,but neverthelesscomes,f think,
fairly close to the truth in the sort of caseswith which we
are most concerned.I meanthe theory that we act in the way
we think most likely to realize the objects of our desires,
so that a person'sactions are completely determined by his
desiresand opinions. This theory cannot be made adequate
to all the facts, but it seernsto me a useful approximation
to the truth particularly in the case of our self-conscious
or professional life, and it is presupposedin a great deal
of our thought. It is a simple theory and one which many
psychologistswould obviously like to preserveby introducing
unconsciousdesiresand unconsciousopinions in order to bring
it moreinto harmonywith the facts. How far suchfictions can
achieve the required result I do not attempt to judge: I
only claim for what follows approximate truth, or truth in
relation to this artificial system of psychology,which like
Nevi'tonianmechanicscan,I think,still be profitably usedeven
though it is knovrn to be false.
It must be observedtirat this theory is not to be identified
\
with the psychologJyof the Utilitarians, in which pleasure
had a dominating position. (fn" theory I propose to adopt is
that we seekthings which we want, which may be our own or
other people'spleasure,or anything else whatever, and our
actionsare suchas we think most likely to realizethesegoods.)
tJut this is not a precisestatement, for a precisestatement
of the theory can only be made after we have introduced
the notion of quantity of belief.
Let us call the things a personultimately desires'goods ',
and let us at first assumethat they are numerically measurable
and additive. That is to say that if he prefers for its own
sake an hour's swimming to an hour's reading,he will prefer
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two hours'swimming to one hour's swimming and one hour's
reading. This is of courseabsurd in the given casebut this
may only be becauseswimming and reading are not ultimate
goods, and because we cannot imagine a second hour's
swimmingpreciselysimilar to the first, owing to fatigue, etc'
Let us begin by supposingthat our subject has no doubts
about anything, but certain opinions about all propositions'
Then we can say that he will alwayschoosethe courseof action
which will lead in his opinion to the greatest sum of good'
It should be emphasizedthat in this essaygood and bad
are never to be understoodin any ethical sensebut simply as
denotingthat to which a given personfeelsdesireand aversion.
The question then ariseshow we are to modify this simple
systemto take account of varying degreesof certainty in his
beliefs. I suggestthat we introduce as a law of psychology
that his behaviour is governedby what is called the mathematical expectation; that is to say that, if I is a proposition
about which he is doubtful, any goods or bads for whose
reaJioationI is in his view a necessaryand sufficient condition enter into his calculations multiplied by the same
We
fraction, which is called the ' degreeof his belief in y'
"
the
presupposes
thus define degreeof belief in a way which
use of the mathematical expectation.
We can put this in a different way. Supposehis degree
of belief in p is? ; then his action is suchas he would choose
it to be if he had to repeat it exactly r times, in m oI which
p was true, and in the others false. [Here it may be
necessaryto supposethat in each of the rn times he had no
nr"-otf'of the previousones.]
This can alsobe taken as a definition of the degreeof belief,
and can easilybe seento be equivalentto the previousdefinition. Let us give an instanceof the sort of casewhich might
occur. I am at a cross-roadsand do not know the way; but I
rather think one of the two ways is right. I ProPosetherefore
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to go that way but lceepmy eyesopen for someoneto ask ; if
now f seesomeonehalf a mile away over the fields, whether
I turn aside to ask him will depend on the relative
inconvenimce of going out of my way to cross the fields or
of continuing on the wrong road if it is the wrong road. But
it will also dependon how confident I am that I a.urright;
and clearly the more confdent I am of this the lessdistance
I should be willing to go from the road to check my opinion.
I propose therefore to use the distance I would be prepared
to go to ask, as a measureof the confidenceof my opinion;
and what I have said above explaihs how this is to be done.
We can set it out as follows: supposethe disadvantageof
going r yards to ask is/(z), the advantageof arriving at the
right destination is r, that of arriving at the wrong one rr'.
Then if I shouldjust be willing to go a distanced to ask, the
degreeof my belief that f am on the right road is given by

p :1-

f@).
f- 29

For such an action is one it would just pay me to take,
if I had to act in the samEway n times, in zy' of which I was
on the right way but in the othersnot.

For thltot^ *'u:':;'i:,i':or:t

askinseachtime

: ,ra * np(r _ w),
that resulting from asking at distancez each tirne
: nr - nf(x).

[I now always go right.]

This is greater than the preceding expression,provided

l(x) < (r -u) (r - p),
.'. the critical distanced is connectedwith p, the degreeof
belief, by the relation/(d) : (/ - u) (t - p)
or p - t -

f@)
7-U

asassertedabove.
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It is easy to see that this way of measuring beliefs gives
results agreeing with ordihary ideas; at any rdte to the
extent that full belief is denotedby 1, full beliefin the contradictory by 0, and equal belief in the two by f. Further, it
allows validity to betting as meiurs of measuring bc.liefs.
By propsing a bet on I we give the subject a possiblecourse
of action from which so much extra good will result to him
if y' is true and so much extra bad if y' is false. Supposing
the bet to be in goods and bads instead of in money, he will
take a bet at any better odds than those correspondingto
his state of belief ; in fact his state of belief is measuredby
the odds he will just take; but this is vitiated, as already
explained, by love or hatretl of excitement, and by the fact
that tle bet is in money and not in goodsand bads. Since
it is ruriversally agreedthat money has a diminishing marginal
utility, if money bets are to be used, it is evident that they
strould be for as small stales as possible. But then again the
measilrement is spoiled by introducing the new factor of
reluctance to bother about trifles.
Let us now discardthe assumptionthat goodsare additive
and immediately measurable,and try to work out a system
with as few asumptionsas possible. To begin with we shall
suppose,as before,that our subject has certain beliefs about
everything; then he will act so that what he believesto be
of his action will be the best possible.
the total consequences
If then we had the power of the Almighty, and could persuade
our subject of our power, we could, by ofiering him options,
discover how he placed in order of merit all possiblecourses
of theqrorld. In this way all possible worlds would be put
in an order of value, but we should have no definite way of
representingthem by nurnbers. There would be no meaning
in the assertionthat the differencein value between o and B
was eq,pl to that betweeny and 8. [Here and elsewhere*e
use Greek letters to representthe different possibletotalities
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of events between which our subject chooses-the ultimate
organicunities.]
Supposenext that the subject is capableof doubt; then
we could test his degree of bdief in different propositions
by making him offers of the following kind. Would you
rather have world a in any event; or world p iI p is true, and
world 7 if I is false? ff, then, he were certain that I was true,
he would simply compare a and p and choosebetween them
as if no conditions were attached; but if he were doubtful
his choice would not be decided so simply. I propose to
lay down axioms and definitions concerningthe principles
governing choicesof this kind. This is, of course, a very
schematicversionof the situation in real life, but it is, I think,
easierto considerit in this form.
There is first a difficulty which must be dealt with; the
propositions like y' in the above casewhich are used as conditions in the options offered may be such that their truth
or falsity is an object of desire to the subject. This will be
found to complicatethe problem,and we have to assumethat
there are propositionsfor which this is not the case,which
we shall call ethically neutral. More precisely an atomic
proposi0iony' is called ethically neutral if two possibleworlds
differing only in regardto the truth of p are aTwaysof equal
value; and a non-atomic proposition I is called ethically
neutral if all its atomic truth-argumentsr are ethically neutral.
We begin by defining belief of degree * in an ethically
neutral proposition. The subject is said to have belief of
degree I in such a proposition p if, he has no preference
betweenthe options (t) o if.p is true, B if p is false,and (2) cr
if y' is false,p if p is true, but has a preferencebetweena and
B simply. We supposeby an axiom that if this is true of any
I I assume here Wittgenstein's theory of propositions; it would
probably be possible to five an equivale-nt definiiion in terms of any
other tbeory.
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one pair o, B it is true of all suchpairs.l This comesroughly
to defining belief of degree$ as such a degreeof belief as leads
to indifference between betting one way and betting the
other for the samestakes.
Belief of degree$ as thus defined can be used to measure
values numerically in the following way. We have to explain
what is meant by the difierencein value betweeno and B
beingequalto that between7 and E; andwedefinethistomean
that, fi p is an ethically neutral proposition believedto degree
f, the subject has no preferencebetweenthe options (1) o
if y' is true,8 if y' is false,and (2) pif.f is true, y if y' is false.
This definition can form the basis of a system of measuring
values in the following way:Let us call any set of all worlds equally preferable to a
given world a value : we supposethat if world o,is preferable
to p any world with the samevalue as a is preferable to any
world with the samevalue as B and shall say that the value
of c is greater than that of B. This relation 'greater than'
orders values in a series. We strall use a henceforth both
for the world aad its value.
Axions,
(1) There is an ethically neutral proposition p believed
to degreef.
(2) If. p, g are such propositionsand the option
o if.p, 6 if not-y' is equivalentto B iI p , y if. not-f
then o if. q, 6 if not-g is equivalentto p if q, y if not-q.
oDtf. In the above casewe say oB : y6.
Theorems.If. op :

y6,

thenBa :6y, ay:

p6,yo:68.

r a and must be supposedso far undefined as to be compatible with
B
both f and notf.
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(2a\ Tf.ap : y6, then o ) B is equivalentto 7 ) E
and a : p is equivalent to y : f.
(3) If option z{ is equivalent to option B and B to C then
AtoC.
Th'eorem.If. ap : yD and FT : (y,
then o1 : (E.
(l) If ap:7E, ZE : ?(, then aB:
(5) (", F, y). El 1txl,@*:
(6) (", 0.

E t (tr) (o* :

1{.

Fy).

xB).

(7) Axiom of continuit!:-Any
(ordinal).

progressionhas a limit

(8) Axiom of Archimedes.
These axioms enable the values to be correlated one-one
with real numbersso that if ol correspondsto c, etc.
\

aP:y6.'=.

cl-Ft:

yr-61.

Henceforth we use a for the correlated real number cr
also.
Having thus defineda way of measuringvalue we can now
derive a way of measuringbelief in general. If the option of
o for certain is indifferent with that of.p if p is true and 7 if
y' is false,l we can define the subject's degreeof belief in
I
as the ratio of the differencebetweencrand y to that between
F arrd y i which we must supposethe same for all o,s, B,s
and y's that satisfy the conditions. This amounts roughly
,
.
llgru.P must iqclude the truth ofp, 7 its falsity ; p ueei no longer
be ethically neutral. But we have to issume that firiri is a world wi-th
any assignedvalue in which p is true, and one in which I is false.
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to defining the degreeof belief in p by the odds at which the
subject would bet on p, the bet being conductedin terms of
differences of value as defined. The definition only applies
to partial belief and does not include certain beliefs; for
belief of degreeI in p, a for certain is indifierent with cr if y'

From these definitions and axioms it is possibleto prove
the fundamental laws of probable belief (degreesof belief
Iie between0 and 1) :

and any p if not-p.
We are also able to define a very useful new idea-'the
degreeof belief rn p gSvenq'. This doesnot mean the degree
of belief in ' If p then Q', or that in 'I entails I ', or that
which the subject would have n P if. he knew g, or that which
he ought to have. It roughly expressesthe odds at which he
would now bet on p, the bet only to be valid if 4 is true.
Such conditional bets were often made in the eighteenth

(2) Degree of belief in y' given g f degree of belief in
pgrvenQ:1.

I8o

century.
The degreeof belief in y' given g'is measuredthus. Suppose
the subject indifierent between the options (1) c if q tnte,
p if q false, (Z) yif p true and g true, E if y' false and 4 true,
B if 4 false. Then the degreeof his belief in y' given 4 is the
ratio of the difierencebetweeno and I to that between7 and
6, which we must supposethe samefor any o, 9, y,6 which
satisfy the given conditions. This is not the sameas the degree
to which he would believe p, if. he believed g for certain;
for knowledgeof g might for psychologicalreasonsprofoundly
alter his whole system of beliefs.
Each of our definitionshas been accompaniedby an axiom
of consistency,and in so far as this is false,the notion of the
correspondingdegreeof belief becomesinvatid. This bears
some analogy to the situation in regard to simultaneity
discuspd above.
I have not worked out the mathematicallogic of this in
detail, becausethis would, I think, be rather like working out
'My
to sevenplacesof decimalsa result only valid to two'
logic cannot be regardedas giving more than the sort of way
it might work.

T8T

(1) Degreeof belief * p + degreeof belief h F:

t.

(3) Degree of belief in (y' and f) : degree of belief in y'
x degreeof belief n q gtrvenp.
(4) Degree of belief in (y' and g) { degree of belief in
(f atl.d?) : degreeof belief in y'.
The first two are immediate. (3) is proved as follows.
Let degreeof belief n i : *, that in 4 given f : !.
Thenf forcertain = f + (t-xltify'true,
for any l.
f + (1 -x)tif.t'tnte

t-*tify'false,

=

( ( + tr - x) t *. (t - y) u if.' p andg' true,
ff + O - r) tlryif

y' true g false;

for alryr.

Choosen so that f + (1 - r) t- lu : { - rt,

i.e.letu:r l YU +0')
Then f 1ot 6s4ain =

+ (1 -r' ) t * (r-y ) t / l t i f
If
lE - *t otherwise,
.'. degreeof belief in ' p arrd,q' If.y

-

0, takel:0.

P andgtrue

rt

, + (1-y) t/y

: ry. (ll0)
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==u,Y
rhenr rorcertain
)|";T:

q
;T: ; r ir p ratse,

fa l s e ; (i f.p f.a l s e
= € + u ,p q tru e ;
.'. degreeof belief in Pq :

{ ,p qfal se

g.

(4) follows from (2), (3) as follows :Degree of belief in pq: that in f x that in q given f , by (s).
Similarly degree of belief n PC : that in p x that in i given p
.'. sum : degree of belief n p, by (Z).
These are the laws of probability, which we have proved
to be necessarily true of any consistent set of degreesof belief.
Any definite set of degrees of belief which broke them would
be inconsistent in the sense that it violated the laws of
preference between options, such as that preferability is a
transitive asymmetrical relation, and that if cl is preferable
to F, F for certain cannot be preferable to o if p, p if. not-p.
If anyone's mental condition violated these laws, his choiie
would depend on the precise form in which the options were
offered him, which would be absurd. He could have a book
made against him by a cunning better and would then stand
to lose in any event.
We find, therefore, that a precise account of the nature
of partial belief reveals that the laws of probability are laws
of consistency, an extension to partial beliefs of formal
logic, the logic of consistency. They do not depend for their
meaning on any degree of belief in a proposition being uniquely
determined as the rational one; they merely distinguish
those sets of beliefs which obey them as consistent ones.
Havrng any definite degree of belief implies a certain measure
of consistency, namely willingness to bet on a given proposition
at the same odds for any stake, the stakes being measured
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in terrns of ultimate values. Having degreesof belief obeying
the laws of probability implies a further measureof consistency, namely such a consistency between the odds
acceptableon difierent propositionsas shall prevent a book
being made against you.
Someconcludingremarks on this section may not be out
of place. First, it is basedfundamentallyon betting, but this
will not seemunreasonablewhen it is seenthat all our lives
we are in a sensebetting. Whenever we go to the station we
are betting that a train will really run, and if we had not a
suffi.cientdegreeof belief in this we should decline the bet
and stay at home., The options God gives us axe always
conditional on our guessingwhether a certain proposition is
true. Secondly,it is basedthroughout on the idea of mathematical expectation; the dissatisfactionoften felt with this
idea is due mainly to the inaccuratemeasurementof goods.
Clearly mathematicalexpectationsin terms of money are not
properguidesto conduct. It shouldbe remembered,in judging
my system,that in it value is actually definedby means of
mathematicalexpectationin the caseof beliefs of degree|,
and so may be expected to be scaled suitably for the valid
app)ication of the mathematical expectation in the case of
other degreesof belibf also.
Thirdly, nothing has beensaid about degreesof belief when
the number of alternatives is infinite. About this I have
nothing useful to say, except that I doubt if the mind is
capable of contemplating more than a finite number of
alternatives. It can considerquestionsto which an infinite
number of answersare possible,but in order to considerthe
answersit must lump them into a finite number of groups.
The difficulty becomespractically relevant when discussing
induction, but even then there seems to me no need to
introduce it. We can discusswhether past experiencegives
a hryh probability to the sun's rising to-morrow without
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bothering about what probability it gives to the sun's rising
each morning for evermore. For this reasonI cannot but feel
that Mr Ritchie's discussionof the problem r is unsatisfactory ;
it is true that we can agree that inductive generalizations
need have no finite probability, but particular expectations
entertained on inductive grounds undoubtedly do have a
high numerical probability in the minds of all of us. We all
are more certain that the sun will rise to-morrow than that
I shall not throw 12 with two dice first time, i.e. we have a
belief of higher degreethan $f, in it. If induction ever needs
a logical justification it is in connectionwith the probability
of an event like tlis.

(4) Tue Locrc or CousrsrBucv
We may agreethat in somesenseit is the businessof logic
to tell us what we ought to think ; but the interpretation of
tlis statement raises considerabledifrculties. It may be
said that we ought to think what is true, but in that sensewe
are told what to think by the whole of scienceand not merely
by logrc. Nor, in this sense,can any justification be found
for partid belief ; the ideally best thing is that we should
have beliefs of degree1 in all true propositionsand beliefs
of degree0 in all false propositions. But this is too high a
standard to expect of mortal men, and we must agree that
some degree of doubt or even of error may be humanly
speahingjustified.
r A.P. Ritchie, "Induction and Probability," Mind, 1926, p. 318.
'The conclusioo of the foregoing discussion may be simply put. If
the problem of induction be stated to b€ " IIow can inductive
generalizations acquire a large numerical probability ? " then this is
a pseudo-problem, becausethe answer is " They cannot ", This answer
is not, however, a denial of the validity of iaduction but is a direct
consequence of tte nature of probability. It still leaves untouched thc
real problem of induction wbich is " How ca.n the probability of an
induction be increased ? " and it leaves standing tbe whole of Keyner'
digcugsion on ttris point.'
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Many logicians, I suppose,would accept as an account of
their science the opening words of Mr Kelmes' Treatise on
Probability: " Part of our knowledgewe obtain direct ; and
part by argument. The Theory of Probability is concerned
with that part which we obtain by argument, and it treats
of the difierent degreesin which the results so obtained are
condusive or inconclusive." Where Mr Kelmes says 'the
Theory of Probability ', others would say Logic. It is held,
that is to say, that our opinions can be divided into those
we hold immediately as a result of perception or memory,
and those which we derive from the former by argument.
It is the business of' Logic to accept the former class
and criticize merely the derivation of the second dass
from them.
Logic asthe scienceof argumentand inferenceis traditionally
and rightly divided into deductive and inductive; but the
differenceand relation between these two divisions of the
subject can be conceived in extremely different ways.
Accordingto Mr Keynes valid deductive and inductive arguments are fundamentally alike; both are justified by logical
relations between prqniss and conclusion which differ
only inYegree. This position. as f have already explained,
I cannot accept. I do not seewhat theseinconclusivelogical
relations can be or how they can justify partial beliefs.
In the case of conclusive logical arguments f can accept
the account of their validity which has been given by many
authorities,and can be found substantiallythe samein Kant,
De Morgan, Peirce and Wittgenstein. All these authors
agree that the conclusion of a formally \ralid argument is
contained in its premisses; that to deny the conclusionwhile
accepting the premisseswould be self-contradictory; that
a formd deductiondoesnot increaseour knowledge,but only
brings out dearly what we already know in another forrn;
and that we are bound to accept its validity on pain of being
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inconsistent with ourselves. The logical relation which
justifies the inference is that the senseor import of the
conclusionis contained in that of the premisses.
But in the case of an inductive argument this does not
happen in the least ; it is impossible to represent it as
resemblinga deductive argumentand merely weakerin degree;
it is absurd to say that the senseof ttre conclusionis partially
gsnlainsd in that of the premisses. We could accept the
premisses and utterly reject the conclusion without a:ry
sort of inconsistencyor contradiction.
ft seemsto me, therefore, that we can divide arguments
into two radicdly different kinds, which we can distinguish
in the words of Peirceas (1) 'explicative, analytic, or deductive' and (2) 'amplifiative, s5nthetic, or (looselyspeaking)
inductive'.r Arguments of the second t5pe are from an
important point of view much closer to memoriesand percep
tions than to deductive argurnents. We can regard perceP
tion, memory and induction as the threefundarnentd ways of
acquiringknowledge; deductionon the other hand is merely
a method of arranging our knowledge and eliminating
inconsistenciesor contradictions.
Logic must then fall very definitely into two parts:
(excludinganalytic logic,the theory of termsand propositions)
we have the lesserlogic, which is the logic of consistency,
or formal logic; and the larger logic, which is the logic of
discovery, or inductive logic.
What we have now to observeis that this distinction in
no way coincides with the distinction between certain and
padial beliefs; we have seenthat there is a theory of consistencyin partial beliefs just as much as of consistencyin
certain beliefs, although for various reasons the former is
not so important as the latter. The theory of probability
is in fact a generalizationof formal logic; but in the process
I C. S, Peirce, Chancc Loac and, Logic, p.92.
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of generalizationone of the most importaut aspectsof formal
logic is destroyed. 'If p and i are inconsistent so that g
follows logicatly from f , that p implies q is what is called by
Wittgenstein a ' tautology ' and can be regardedasa degenerate
caseof a true proposition not involving the idea of consistency.
This enables us to regard (not altogether correctly) formal
Iogic including mathematicsas an objective scienceconsisting
of objectively necessarypropositions. It thus gives us not
merely the &vdyrcq\€yecv,that if we assertp we are bound in
consistencyto assert4 also, but also the d,vd.yq etvor, that
if y' is true, so must g be. But when we extend formal logic
to include partial beliefs this direct objective interpetation
is lost; if we believe pq to the extent of $, and pQ to the
extent of $, we are bound in consistencyto believef also to
the extent of $. This is the &vd.yxr1)\€ye'.v; but we cannot
say that if. pq is g true aladPCg true, y' also must be $ true,
for such a statement would be sheernonsense. There is no
correspondingdvdyrcl etvar,. Hence, unlike the calculus of
consistentfull belief, the calculus of objective partial belief
cannot be immediately interpreted as a body of objective
tautology.
This is, however, possiblein a roundabout way; we saw
at the beginningof this essaythat the calculusof probabilities
could be interpreted in terms of class-ratios; we have now
found that it can alsobe interpretedas a calculusof consistent
partial belief. It is natural, therefore,that we should expect
someintimate connectionbetweenthese two interpretations,
some explanation of the possibility of applying the same
mathematicalcalculusto two suchdifferent setsof phenomena.
Nor is an explanation difficult to find j tnut" are many
connections between partiat beliefs and frequencies. For
instance, erperienced frequenciesoften lead to corresponding
partial beliefs, and partial beliefs lead to the expectation
of corresponding frequenciesin accordancewith Bernouilli's
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Theorem. But neither of theseis exactly the connectionwe
want ; a partial belief cannotin generd be connecteduniquely
with any actual frequency,for the connectionis always made
by taking the proposition in question as an instance of a
propositional function. What propositional function we
choose is to some extent arbitrary and the corresponding
frequency will vary considerably with our choice. The
pretensionsof some exponentsof the frequency theory that
partial belief means full belief in a frequency proposition
cannot be sustained. But we found that the very idea
of partial belief involves referenceto a h5'potheticalor ideal
frequency; supposinggoods to be additive, belief of degree
t i, th" sort of belief which leads to the action which would
It

be best if repeatedz times in m oI which the proposition is
true; or we can say more briefly that it is the kind of belief
most appropriate to a number of hypothetical occasions
otherwiseidentical in a proportion!

of.whichthe proposition

f,

It is this connection between partial
belief and frequency which enables us to use the calculus
of frequencies as a calculus of consistent partial belief. And

in question is true.

in a sense we may say that the two interpretations

are

the objective and subjective aspects of the same inner
meaning, just as formal logic can be interpreted objectively
as a body of tautology and subjectively as the laws of
consistent thought.
We shall, I think, find that this view of the calculus of
probability removes various difficulties that have hitherto
been found perplexing. .In the first place it gives us a clear
justification for the axioms of the calculus, which on such a
system as Mr KeSmes' is entirely wanting. For now it is
easily seen that if partial beliefs are consistent they will
obey these a:<ioms,but it is utterly obscure why Mr Ke5rnes'
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mysterious logical relations should obey them.l We should
be so curiously ignorant of the instancesof theserelations,
and so curiously knowledgeableabout their general laws.
Secondly,the Principle of Indifferencecan now be altogether
dispensedwith; we do not regard it as belonging to formal
logic to say what should be a man's expectationof drawing
a white or a black ball from an urn ; his original expectations
may within the limits of consistencybe any he likes; all
we have to point out is that if he has certain expectations
he is bound in consistencyto have certain others. This is
simply bringing probability into line with ordinary formal
logic, which does not criticize premissesbut merely declares
that certain conclusionsare the only ones consistent with
them. To be able to turn the Principle of Indifierence out
of formal logic is a great advantage; for it is fairly clearly
impossible to lay down purely logical conditions for its
validity, as is attempted by Mr Kelmes. I do not want to
discussthis questionin detail, becauseit leadsto hair-splitting
and arbitrary distinctions which could be discussedfor ever.
But anyonewho tries to decideby Mr Ke5rnes'methodswhat
are the proper alternatives to regard as equally probable
in mole\cularmechanics,e.g. in Gibbs' phase-space,
will soon
be convincedthat it is a matter of physics rather than pure
logic. By using the multiplication formula, as it is used in
inverseprobability, we can on Mr Kelmes' theory reduceall
probabilities to quotients of. a priori probabilities; it is
therefore in regard to these latter that the Principle of
fndifierenceis of primary importance; but here the question
is obviously not one of formal logic. How can we on merely
r It appears iu Mr Keynes' system as if the principal axioms-the
nothing but defrnitious.
laws of addition and multiplicatiotr-were
This is merely a logical mistake ; his definitions are formally invalid
Thus his definition of
unless corresponding axioms are presupposed.
presupposes the law that if the probability
of a given
multiplication
of b given lr is
blr is equal to that of c given d,h, and the probability
equal to that of d given i, then will the probabilities oL ab given h
and of cd given A be equal.
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logical grounds divide the spectruni into equally probable
bands?
A third difrculty which is removed r,y our theory is the
one which is presentedto Mr Keynes' theory by the following
case. I think I perceiveor remembersomethingbut am not
sure; this would seemto give me someground for believing
it, contrary to Mr Keynes' theory, by which the degree of
belief in it which it would be rational for me to have is that
given by the probability relation betweenthe proposition in
questionand the things I know for certain. He cannot justify
a probable belief founded not on argument but on direct
inspection. In our view there would be nothing contrary to
formal logic in such a belief ; whether it would be reasonable
would dependon what I have calledthe larger logic which will
be the subjectof the next section; we shall thereseethat there
is no objection to such a possibility, with which Mr Keynes'
method of justifying probable belief solely by relation to
certain knowledgeis quite unable to cope.

(5) THn Locrc or Tnurs
The validity of the distinction between the logic of consistency and the logic of truth has been often disputed ; it
has beencontendedon the one hand that logical consistency
is only a kind of factual consistency; that if a belief in I
is inconsistent with one in q, that simply means that p and q
are not both true, and that this is a necessaryor logical fact.
I believe myself that this difficulty can be met by Wittgenstein's"iheory of tautology, according to which if a belief
in 1 is inconsistentwjth one in g, that f arrdg are not both
true is not a fact but a tautology. But I do not propose
to discussthis question further here.
From the other side it is contended that formal logic or
the logic of consistencyis the whole of logic, and inductive
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Iogic either nonsenseor part of natural science. This contention, which would I suppose be made by Wittgenstein,
I feel more difrculty in meeting. But I think it would be a
pity, out of deferenceto authority, to give up trying to say
anything useful about induction.
Let us thereforego back to the generalconceptionof logic
as the scienceof rational thought. We found that the most
generally accepted parts of logic, namely, formal logic
mathematicsand the calculusof probabilities, are all concerned
simply to ensure that our beliefs are not self-contradictory.
We put before ourselvesthe standard of consistencyand
construct theseelaboraterules to ensureits observance.But
this is obviously not enough; we want our beliefs to be consistentnot merely with one another but also with the facts r:
nor is it even clear that consistencyis always advantageous;
it may well be better to be sometirnesright than never right.
Nor when we wish to be consistentaxewe always able to be:
there are mathematical propositions whose truth or falsity
cannot as yet be decided. Yet it may humanly speaking
be right to entertain a certain degreeof belief in them on
inductive or other grognds: a logic which proposesto justify
such a degreeof belief must be prepared actually to go against
formal logic ; for to I a formal truth formal logic can only
assigna belief of degree1. We could prove in Mr Kelmes'
systemthat its probability is 1 on any evidence. This point
seemsto me to show particularly clearly that human logic
or the logic of truth, which tells men how they should think,
is not merely independentof but sometimesactually incompatible with formal logic.
In spite of this nearly all philosophicalthough! about human
logic and especiallyinduction has tried to reduceit in someway
I Cf. Kant: ' Denn obgleich eine Erkenutnis der logischen Form
vdllig gemiss sein mtichte, dass ist sich selbst nicht rvidersprhche,so
kann sie doch noch immer dem Gegenstande widersprechen.' Kritih
der reinen VdrnunJt, First Edition, p. 59.
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to formal logic. Not that it is supposed, except by a very few,
that consistencywill of itself lead to truth; but consistency
combined with observation and memory is frequently
credited with this power.
Since an observation changes (in degree at least) my opinion
about the fact observed, some of my degreesof belief after the
observation are necessarily inconsistent with those I had
We have therefore to explain how exactly the
observation should modify my degrees of belief ; obviously
if y' is the fact observed, my degree of belief in q after
before.

the observation should be equal to my degree of belief
in g given p bef.ore, or by the multiplication law to the
quotient of my degree of belief n iq by my degree of
belief in y'. When my degrees of belief change in this way
we can say that they have been changed consistently by
my observation.
By using this definition, or on Mr Keynes' system simply
by using the multiplication law, we can take my present
degrees of belief, and by considering the totality of my
observations, discover from what initial degrees of belief my
present ones would have arisen by this process of consistent
change. My present degrees of belief can then be considered
Iogically justified if the corresponding initial degrees of belief
are logically justified. But to ask what initial degrees of
belief are justified, or in Mr Keymes' system what are the
absolutely a priori probabilities, seems to me a meaningless
question ; and even if it had a meaning I do not see how it
could be answered.
I,{ we actually applied this process to a human being,
found out, that is to say, on what a priori probabilities his
present opinions could be based, we should obviously find them
to be ones determined by natural selection, with a general
tendency to give a higher probability to the simpler alterna-.
tives. But, as I say, I cannot see what could be meant by
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askingwhether thesedegreesof belief were logically justified.
Obviously the best thing would be to know for certain in
advancewhat was true and what false, and therefore if any
one system of initial beliefs is to receive the philosopher's
approbationit shouldbe this one. But clearly this would not
be acceptedby thinkersof the schoolI am criticising. Another
alternative is to apportion initial probabilities on the purely
formal system expoundedby Wittgenstein, but as this gives
no justification for induction it cannot give us the human
logic which we are looking for.
Let us therefore try to get an idea of a human logic which
shall not attempt to be reducible to formal logic. Logic, we
may agree,is concernednot with what men actually believe,
but what they ought to believe, or what it would be
reasonableto believe. What then, we must ask, is meant
by saying that it is reasonablefor a man to have such and
such a degreeoI belief in a proposition? Let us consider
possiblealternatives.
First, it sometimesmeanssomethingexplicablein terms of
formal logic: this possibility for reasonsalready explained
we may dismiss., Secondly,it sometimesmeans simply that
were f in his place (and not e.g. drunk) I should have such a
degreeof belief.' Thirdly, it sometirnesmeans that if his
mind worked according to certain rules, which we may
roughly call 'scientific method', he would have such a
degreeof belief. But fourthly it need mean none of these
things ; for men have not always believed in scientific
method, and just as we ask 'But am f necessarilyreasonable', we can also ask 'But is the scientist necessarily
reasonable? ' In this ultimate meaningit s6emsto me that
we can identify reasonableopinion with the opinion of an
ideal personin similar circumstances. What, however,would
this ideal person's opinion be ? As has previously beon
remarked, the highest ided would be dways to have a truc
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opinion and be certain of it ; but this ideal is more suited to
God than to man.l
We have therefore to consider the human mind and what
is the most we can ask of it.2 The human m:nd works
essentially according to general rules or habits; a process
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nrles or habits in the n€urow sense from innate rules or
instincts, but propose to call them all habits alike.l A completely general criticism of the human mind is therefore
bound to be vague and futile, but something useful can be
said if we limit the subject in the following way.

of thought not proceeding according to some rule would
simply be a random sequence of ideas; whenever we infer

Let us tal<e a habit of forming opinion in a certain way;
e.g. the habit of proceeding from the opinion that a toadstool

,{ from B we do so in virtue of some relation between them.
We can therefore state the problem of the ideal as " What
habits in a general sensewould it be best for the human mind

is yellow to the opinion that it is unwholesome.

to have ? "

This is a large and vague question which could
hardly be answered unless the possibilities were first limited

unwholesome it would be best for him to entertain when he

by a fairly definite conception of hurnan nature. We could
imagine some very useful habits unlike those possessedby
any men. [It must be explained that I use habit in the most
general possible senseto mean simply rule or law of behaviour,

same way about all yellow toadstools, we can ask what degree

including instinct:

I do not wish to distinguish acquired

I
[Earlier draft of matter of preceding paragraph in some ways
better.-F.P.R.
What is meant by saying that a degree of belief is reasonable ?
First and often that it is what I should entertain if I had the ooinions
of the person in question at the time but was otherwise as I air now,
e.g. not drunk.
But sometimes we go beyond this and ask : ' Am I
reasonable ? ' This may mean, do I conform to certain enumerable
standards which we call scientific method, and which we value on
account of those who practise them and the success they achieve. In
this sense to be reasoiable means to think like a scieritist, or to be
guided only be ratiocination and induction or something of the sort
(i.e. reasonable means reflective).
Thirdly, we may go to the root of
why we admire the scientist and criticize not primarily an individual
opinion but a mental habit as being conducive or otherwise to the
discovery of truth or to entertaining such degrees of belief as will be

reason aud superstition or instinct ; in sense 3 when we estimate ttre
value of new methods of thought such as soothsaying.]
I What follows to the end oi the section is almoit diriiretv based on
the writings of C. S. Peirce. [Especially his ,.Illustratibns of the
|-oC-i9ot Science ", lopulay_lgience Monthiy, 1877 and I828, reprinted
in Chance Loue and Logic (1923).1

Then we

can irccept the fact that the person has a habit of this sort,
and ask merely what degree of opinion that the toadstool is
seesit;

i.e. granting that he is going to think always in the

of confidence it would be best for him to have that they are
unwholesome. And the answer is that it will in general be
best for his degree of belief that a yellow toadstool is unwhole
some to be equal to the proportion of yellow toadstools
which are in fact unwholesome. (This follows from the meaning
of degree of belief.)

This conclusion is necessarily vague
in regard to the spatio-temporal range of toadstools which
it includes, but hardly vaguer than the question which it
answers. (Cf. density at a point of gas composedof molecules.).
Let us put it in another way : whenever I make an inference,
I do so according to some rule or habit. An inference is not
completely given when we are 5;iventhe premiss and conclusion ;
we require also to be given the relation between them in
virtue of which the inference is made. The mind works by
general Iaws ; therefore if it infers 4 from p, this will generally
be because g is an instance of a function $r and y' the corresponding instance of a firnction ry'r such that the mind would
always nfer $r f.rom {tr. When therefore we criticize not
opinions but the processesby which they are formed, the rule
of the inference determines for us a range to which the
frequency theory can be applied.

The rule of the inference
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may be narrow, as when seeing lightning I expect thunder,
or wide, as when considering 99 instances of a generalization
which I have observed to be true I conclude that the 100th
is true also. In the first case the habit which determines the
process is 'After lightning expect thunder' ; the degree of
expectation which it would be best for this habit to produce
is equal to the proportion of cases of lightning which are
In the second case the habit
is the more general one of inferring from 99 observed instances
of a certain sort of generalization that the 100th instance
actually followed by thunder.

is true also ; the degree of belief it would be best for this habit
to produce is equal to the proportion of all casesof 99 instances
of a generalization being true, in which the 100th is true also.
Thus given a single opinion, we can only praise or blame
it on the ground of truth or falsity : given a habit of a certain
form, we can praise or blame it accordingly as the degree
of belief it produces is near or far from the actual proportion
in which the habit leads to truth. We can then praise or
blame opinions derivatively from our praise or blarne of the
habits that produce them.
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be reduced to deductive inference or justified by formal
Iogic. So far as it goes his demonstration seemsto me final ;
and the suggestion of Mr Keynes that it can be got round
by regarding induction as a form of probable inference cannot
in my view be maintained. But to supposethat the situation
which results from this is a scandal to philosophy is, I think,
a mistake.
We are all convinced by inductive arguments, and our
conviction is reasonable because the world is so constituted
that inductive arguments lead on the whole to true opinions.
We are not, therefore, able to help trusting induction, nor
if we could help it do we see any reason why we should,
because we believe it to be a reliable process. It is true that
if any one has not the habit of induction, we cannot prove
to him that he is wrong;

but there is nothing peculiar in

If a man doubts his memory or his perception we
cannot prove to him that they are trustrvorthy; to ask for
that.

such a thing to be proved is to cry for the moon, and the
same is true of induction. It is one of the ultimate sources
of knowledge just as memory is : no one regards it as a

This account can be applied not only to habits of inierence
but also to habits of observation and memory; when we
have a certain feeling in connection with an image we think

scandal to philosophy that there is no proof that the world
did not begin two minutes ago and that all our memories

the image represents something which actually happened to
us, but we may not be sure about it ; the degree of direct

We all agree that a man who did not make inductions
would be unreasonable : the question is only what this means.

confidence in our memory varies. If we ask what is the best
degree of confidence to place in a certain specific memory
feeling, the answer must depend on how often when that
feling occurs the event whose image it attaches to has

In my view it does not mean that the man would in any way
sin against formal logic or formal probability;
but that
he had not got a very useful habit, without which he would
be very much worse off, in the senseof being much less likely I

actually taken place.

to have true opinions.

Among the habits of the human mind a position of peculiar
Since the time of
Hume a great deal has been written about the justification
importance is occupied by induction.
for inductive inference.

Hume showed that it could not

are not illusoiy.

This is a kind of pragmatism: we judge mental habits
by whether they work, i.e. whether the opinions they lead
r 'Likely ' heresimply means
I am not sureof this, but only
-have a certain degree of belief in that
it.
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to are for the most part true, or more often true than thdse
which dternative habits would lead to.
Induction is such a useful habit, and so to adopt it is
reasonable. All that philosophy can do is to anallne it,
determine the degreeof its utility, and find on what characteristics of nature this depends. An indispensable means for
investigatingtheseproblemsis induction itself, without which
we should be helpless. In this circle lies nothing vicious.
It is only through memory that we can determine the degree
of accuracyof memory ; for if we make experimentsto determine this effect,they will be uselessunlesswe rememberthem'
Let us consider in the light of the precedingdiscussion
what sort of subject is inductive or human lqgic-the logic
of truth. Its businessis to consider methods of thought,
and discoverwhat degreeof confidenceshould be placed in
them, i.e. in what proportion of casesthey lead to truth.
In this investigation it can only be distinguished from the
natural sciencesby the greater generality of its problems.
It has to considerthe relative validity of different t1ryesof
scientific procedure, such as the search for a causal law
by Mill's Methods, and the modern mathematical methods
lik6 the a friori arguments used in discovering the Theory
of Relativity. The proper plan of such a subject is to be
found in Mill I ; f do not mean the details of his Methods
or evm his use of the Law of Causality. But his way of
treating the subjectas a body of inductions about inductions,
the Law of Causality governinglesserlaws and being itself
proved by induction by simple enumeration. The different
scientifie methods that can be used are in the last resort
judged by induction
simple enumeration; we choose
-by
the
facts, but unlesswe found that
the simplestlaw that fits
laws so obtained also fitted facts other than those they were
made to fit, we should discard this procedurefor someother'
r Cf. also the account of 'general rules' in the Chapter 'Of Unphilosophical Probability' in Hume's Treatisc.

VIII
FURTHER

CONSIDERATIONS (1e28)

A. REASONABLE DEGREE OF BELIEF
When we pass beyond reasonable: rny, or : scientific,
to define it precisely is quite impossible. Following Peirce
we predicate it of a habit not of an individual judgment.
Roughly, reasonabledegreeof belief: proportion of cases
in which habit leads to truth. But in trying to be more exact
we encounterthe following difrculties:(1) We cannot always take the actual habit: this may
be correctly derived from some previous accidentally misleading experience. We then look to wider habit of forming
sucha habit.
(2) We cannot take proportion of actual cases; e.g. in a
card game very rarely played, so that of the particular
combination in questioh there are very few actual instances.
(3) We sometirnesreally assumea theoryof the world with
laws and chances,and mean not the proportion of actual
casesbut what is chanceon our theory.
(a) But it might be argued that this complication was not
necessaryon account of (1) by which we only considervery
general habits of which there are so many instancesthat,
if chance on our theory differed from the actual proportion,
our theory would have to be wrong.
(5) Also in an ultimate caselike induction, there could be
no chancefor it : it is not the sort of thing that has a chance.
Fortunately there is no point in fixing on a precisesenseof
'reasonable' ; this could only be required for one of two
r99
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reasons: either becausethe reasonablewas the subject-matter
of a science(which is not the case); or becauseit helped us
is (which it
to be reasonableto know what reasonableness
does not, though some false notions might hinder us). To
make clear that it is not neededfor either of these purPoses
we must consider (1) the content of logic
and

(2) the utilitY of logic.

Tnr CoNrBNr oF Locrc
(1) Pretiminary philosophico-psychological investigation
into nature of thought, truth and reasonableness.
(2) Formulae for formal inference: mathematics.
(3) Hints for avoiding confusion (belongs to medical
psychology).
(a) Outline of most generalpropositionsknown or used as
habits of inferencefrom an abstract point of view; either
crudely inductive, as 'Mathematical method has solved all
these other problems, therefore . . .', or else systematic,
when it is called metaphysics. All this might anyhow be
calledmetaphysics; but it is regardedas logic when adduced
as bearingon an unsolvedproblem,not simply as information
interestingfor its own sake.
The only one of these which is a distinct science is
evidently (2).
,,

THB Urrlrrv

or Locrc

That of (1) aboveand of (3) are evident: the interesting
ones are (Z) and ( ). (2) : mathematics is indispensable
for manipulating and systematizingour knowledge. Besides
this (2) and (a) help us in someway in coming to conclusions
in judgment.
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(Cf. Peirce)

Locrc es Snrr-Collrnol
Self-control in general means either

(1) not acting on the temporarily uppermost desire, but
stopping to think it out; i.e. pay regard to all desires and see
which is really stronger ; its value is to eliminate inconsistency
in action ;
or (2) forming as a result of a decision habits of acting
not in response to temporary desire or stimulus but in a
definite way adjusted to permanent desire.
The difference is that in (1) we stop to think it out but in
(2) we've thought it out before and only stop to do what
we had previously decided to do.
So also logic enables us
(1) Not to form a judgment on the evidence immediately
before us, but to stop and think of all else that we know in any
way relevant. It enablesus not to be inconsistent, and also
to pay regard to very general facts, e.g. all crows I've seen
are black, so this one will be-No ; colour is in such and such
other speciesa variable quality. Also e.g. not merely to argue
from $a . 4b . . . to' (z) . $x probable, but to consider
the bearing of. a, b , . are the class f've seen (and visible
ones are spedially likely or unlikely to be {). This difference
between biassed and random selection. r
(2) To form certain fixed habits of procedure or interpretation only revise.l at intervals when we think things out.
In this it is the same as any general judgment ; we should
only regard the process as 'logic'

when it is very general,

not e.g. to expect a rvoman to be unfaithful, but e.g. to
rlisrcgard correlation coeificients with a probable error
greater than themselves.
With regard to forming a judgment or a partial judgment
I V ida i nJ ra' C hanc e' .
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(which is a decisionto have a belief of such a degree,i.e. to
act in a certain way) we must note :(a) What we ask is ' P ?' not ' Would it be true to think
p ? ' nor ' Would it be reasonableto think f ? ' (But these

and this is what we should all do (unlesswe felt there was
somethingelse relevant).
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might be useful first stePs.)
but (D)'Would it be true to think p? ' car.neverbe settled
without settling y' to which it is equivalent'
(c) 'Would it be reasonableto think y' ? ' means simply
' Is y' what usually happensin such a c.tse? ' and is as va6ue'
as 'usually'. To put this questionmay help us, but it will
often seemno easierto answerthan / itself.
(d) Nor can ttre precise sensein which 'reasonable' or
'usually' can usefully be taken be laid down, nor weight
assignedon any principle to different considerationsof such
a sort. E.g. the death-rate for men of 60 is f6, but all the
20 red-haired60-year-oldmen I've known have lived till 70'
What should I expect of a new red-haired man of 60 ? I can
but put tle evidencebefore me, and let it act on my mind'
There is a conflict of two 'usually's' which must work itself
out in my mind; one is not the really reasonable,the other
tle really unreasonable.
(e) When, however, the evidence is very complicated,
statistics are introduced to simplify it. They are to be chosen
in such a way as to influence me as nearly as possiblein the
same way as would the whole facts they represent if I could
apprehendthem clearly. But this cannot altogether be reduced
to a formula ; the rest of my knowledgemay affect the matter ;
thus f ,-rnaybe equivalentin influenceto g, but not ph to qh.
(/) There are exceptiorralcasesin which 'It would be
reasonableto think p' absolutely settles the matter. Thus
if we are told that one of these people'snamesbeginswith
A and that there are 8 of them, it is reasonableto believeto
degree $th that any particular one's name begins with A,
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(g) Nevertheles$ to introduce the idea of 'reasonable'
is really a mistake; it is better to say 'usually', which
makesclear the vaguenessof the range: what is reasonable
dependson what is taken as relevant; iJ we lahe cnoughas
relnant, whether it is reasonableto think / becomesat least
as difrcult a question as p. If we take everything as
relevant, they are the same.
(lr) What ought we to take as relevant ? Those sorts of
things which it is useful to take as relevant; if we could
rely on being reasonablein regard to what we do take as
relevant, this would mean everything. Otherwise it is
impossibleto say ; but the questionis oneaskedby a spectator
not by the thinker himself : if the thinker feels a thing
relevant he can't dismiss it ; and if he feels it irrelevant
he can't use it.
(r) Only then if we in fact feel very little to be relevant,
do or can \ile answer the question by an appeal to what
is reasonable,this being then equivalent to what we know
and conpiderrelevant.
(/) What are or ard not taken as relevant are not only
propositionsbut formal facts, e.g. A : a: we may react
differently to $a than to any other $r not becauseof anything
we know about a but e.g. for emotional reasons.

